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Ajudge ruled Tuesday that Marion “Suge” Knight
should stand trial on murder charges even
though a key witness - one of the men he’s

accused of running over - refused to identify him in
court. Cle “Bone” Sloan told detectives it was Knight
who ran over him and another man outside a
Compton burger stand in January, killing the other
man and seriously injuring Sloan. But when Sloan tes-
tified about the incident at Knight’s preliminary hear-
ing in April, he refused to say Knight ran him over.

Knight’s attorney Thomas Mesereau said the judge
should reject Sloan’s testimony because his changing
story showed he isn’t credible. But Superior Court
Judge Stephen A Marcus said he could not evaluate
the credibility of witnesses at a preliminary hearing.
The judge noted, “He doesn’t say that it’s not him.” He
also cited evidence that Sloan and Knight had bad
blood between them for years, calling the fight that

led to the fatal confrontation part of an ongoing “soap
opera” between the men.

“The only person who had a motive was Suge
Knight,” the judge said. Sloan told detectives he
repeatedly punched Knight through the window of
his pickup moments before he was run over. After
running over Sloan, Knight ran over and killed Terry
Carter, 55, investigators said. Knight’s attorneys have
said their client was ambushed and fleeing an attack
when he ran over the men.

Mesereau said after the hearing that the case was
in its early stages and he wouldn’t comment further.
Knight is being held on $10 million bail, which
Mesereau said Tuesday he would seek to have
reduced. Knight was a key player in the gangster rap
scene that flourished in the 1990s, and his Death Row
Records label once listed Dr Dre, Tupac Shakur and
Snoop Dogg among its artists. He lost control of the

company after it was forced into bankruptcy.
Knight has prior felony convictions for armed rob-

bery and assault with a gun. He was driving the car
when Shakur was shot and killed in Las Vegas, a crime
that has gone unsolved. A judge on Tuesday also set a
preliminary hearing for Sept. 17 in an unrelated rob-
bery case filed after a celebrity photographer accused
Knight and comedian Katt Williams of stealing her
camera last year. — AP
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Marion Hugh ‘Suge’ Knight
sits with his attorney Thomas

Mesereau in Los Angeles
Superior Court for a hearing

on a murder case. — AP

Netflix’s upcoming slate of original films
will  begin rolling out with Cary
Fukunaga’s “Beasts of No Nation” in

October and Adam Sandler’s “The Ridiculous
Six” in December. The streaming network
announced release plans for four movies on
Tuesday, laying out the schedule for its high-
profile push into original films. The first to hit
the service will be Fukunaga’s Nigerian child
solider tale “Beasts of No Nation.” It will
become available worldwide on Netflix on

Oct 16, the day it opens in select US theaters.
“The Ridiculous Six” is a Western parody

coming Dec 11. It’s the first of four films from
Sandler for Netflix. It stars Sandler, Terry
Crews, Taylor Lautner and others. “Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon: The Green Legend,” a
sequel to the Oscar-winning 2000 interna-
tional hit, will open in the first quarter of
2016. It also will be released on IMAX screens
and theatrically in China.

Wary of the theatrical release window
shrinking, top North American theater chains
have refused to screen Netflix releases or any
other films simultaneously released on digital
platforms. Netflix is partnering with distribu-
tor Bleecker Street for “Beasts of No Nation”
and with the Weinstein Co for “Crouching
Tiger.” Netflix also said that the Judd Apatow-
produced “Pee-wee’s Big Holiday,” in which
Paul Reubens reprises his famous character,
will arrive next March. No release date has yet
been announced for one of Netflix’s most
anticipated releases: “War Machine,” in which
Brad Pitt is to play former Gen. Stanley
McChrystal. — AP

Johnny Depp’s production company
Infinitum Nihil is teaming with Richard
Branson’s Virgin Produced and City

Entertainment to develop a series based on the
music documentary “Muscle Shoals. Grammy-
nominated doc celebrates Rick Hall, the founder
of Fame Studios in Muscle Shoals, 

Ala, and the signature sound he developed in
songs such as “I’ll Take You There,” “Brown Sugar,”
and “When a Man Loves a Woman.” The TV drama
will go behind the music to tell the stories of
Muscle Shoals that birthed the iconic “Muscle
Shoals Sound” by exploring the rich and vast
milieu of the segregated South through colorful
characters, cultural and political history and
Southern gothic settings. The series will feature
the original doc’s director and producer Greg
Camalier, who will produce the television adapta-
tion with Depp and Christi Dembrowski of
Infinitum Nihil; Virgin Produced’s Branson, Jason
Felts and Justin Berfield; and City Entertainment’s
Joshua D Maurer and Alixandre Witlin. 

Pioneering artists
Virgin Produced’s exec VP of production Rene

Rigal will also oversee the project with Infinitum
Nihil’s Bobby DeLeon. “Greg’s film unearthed the
poetic mysticism and inspired us to produce a
series that utilizes music and narrative in a
unique and ground-breaking way,” Felts said.
“This provocative story about the rich region
and pioneering artists that birthed the iconic
‘Muscle Shoals Sound’ fits in with Virgin’s music
roots and provides an ideal opportunity to part-
ner with Depp, Infinitum and City
Entertainment.” Dembrowski said: “‘Muscle
Shoals’ is an extraordinary story in which,
through adversity, some of the world’s most
amazing music was created.  It is perfectly suited
for Infinitum as it combines Johnny’s love of
music and its history with our company’s cre-
ative mission to tell these stories.” “Muscle
Shoals,” released by Magnolia Pictures in 2013,
premiered at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival,
and received critical praise at film festivals
including SXSW and Hot Docs. — Reuters
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This photo provided by Netflix shows Idris Elba as Commandant in a scene from the new
film, ‘Beasts of No Nation,’ directed by Cary Fukunaga. — AP photos
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Former Beatle Ringo Starr,  who
turned 75 on Tuesday, said he
would keep on playing the drums

as he celebrated his birthday with his tra-
ditional “peace and love” salute. The tra-
dition began some 10 years ago when he
was asked what he wanted for his birth-
day-the response was if “everybody in

the world could say peace and love ... at
noon on July 7.”

Starr has since invited members of the
public to join him in doing the sign and
asked his fans to use #PeaceandLove on
social media platforms. “It’s international
now ... Wherever I am on my birthday
that’s where we do it. And it’s growing by
the response I get,” Starr said at Tuesday’s
birthday celebrations in Los Angeles. “It’s
come a long way ... In Chicago was the
first one and we’ve been to New York and
we’ve done several times in LA and we
did it in Hamburg.”

In April, Starr was inducted as a solo
artist into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame,
the last of the Beatles to receive the
accolade. When asked what lay head,
Starr said: “Well, keep playing, that’s
what’s left to do. I love to play, I play
drums so that will just continue.” “It’s
what I do, it ’s what I did before The
Beatles and before the peace and love
birthday. I’ll play drums and entertain
and sing a few songs.” — Reuters

‘Lego Movie’ directors

to helm Han Solo

‘Star Wars’ spinoff

Laugh it up, Fuzzballs: Han Solo is getting his
own movie, and it’s going to be helmed by
“Lego Movie” directors Chris Miller and Phil

Lord. The “Star Wars” spinoff will be released on
Memorial Day weekend in 2018, Disney
announced Tuesday. It will focus on how Han Solo
became the smuggler first encountered by Luke
Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi at the Mos Eisley
cantina. Lord and Miller have been among the
most sought-after writer-directors in Hollywood
following their well-received “21 Jump Street” and
its sequel, “22 Jump Street,” and the popular “The
Lego Movie.”

“This is the first film we’ve worked on that
seems like a good idea to begin with,” the pair said
in a joint statement. “We promise to take risks, to
give the audience a fresh experience, and we
pledge ourselves to be faithful stewards of these
characters who mean so much to us.” Lord and
Miller said the movie is a dream come true, “and
not the kind of dream where you’re late for work
and all your clothes are made of pudding.” 

Coolest characters
The announcement sets off what’s sure to be

among the most closely watched casting deci-
sions in Hollywood. While Harrison Ford reprises
the role in the upcoming “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens,” the spinoff will be seeking a new cap-
tain of the Millennium Falcon. The script will be
written by Lawrence Kasdan, who co-wrote “The
Empire Strikes Back” and “Return of the Jedi,” and
his son Jon Kasdan. They called Solo “one of the
coolest characters in the galaxy.” In addition to a
new “Star Wars” trilogy to begin with JJ Abrams’
“The Force Awakens” in December, Lucasfilm and
Disney are planning several spinoffs from George
Lucas’ space epic. “Rogue One,” directed by Gareth
Edwards, is planned for December 2016.
Filmmaker Josh Trank was earlier hired to direct
another “Star Wars” anthology film, but he depart-
ed the project earlier this year. — AP

Chris Miller, left, and Phil Lord at the New York
Film Critics Circle Awards at TAO Downtown, in
New York. — AP

Cary Fukunaga arrives
at the 67th Annual
DGA Awards in Los
Angeles. — AP Ringo Starr, front right, and friends attend Starr’s #PEACEANDLOVE Birthday Celebration

at Capitol Records.
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Paula Deen didn’t post a 2011 Halloween
costume photo on her Twitter account
showing her son Bobby in dark makeup

as “I Love Lucy” character Ricky Ricardo, and
the social media manager responsible for it
was fired, Deen’s spokesman said. The photo
from a holiday episode of one of the celebrity
cook’s former Food Network shows, with a
tweet mimicking Arnaz’s accented English on
the show, was quickly removed Tuesday from
Twitter after it drew a flurry of comments
about Bobby Deen’s dark-skinned depiction
of the character played by Desi Arnaz, Lucille
Ball’s TV and real-life husband.

The late Arnaz was a Cuban-born Hispanic.
“Paula immediately had this picture taken

down as soon as she saw the post and apolo-
gizes to all who were offended,” according to
a statement from spokesman Jaret Keller. He
declined to identify the fired social media
manager. Deen’s 2013 acknowledgment that
she’d used a racial slur in the past ended her
relationship with the Food Network and top-
pled her cooking empire. Posted responses to
the Twitter photo included those who decried
Bobby Deen’s makeup as akin to the demean-
ing “blackface” depictions of African-
Americans.

The photo, which included Paula Deen, 68,
mugging as the red-headed Ball, was from an
episode of “Paula’s Best Dishes,” among the
several Food Network shows that had starred
the Southern cook. Deen’s admission of using
a racial epithet came during a legal dispute
with an ex-employee who accused her of
racial discrimination and sexual harassment.
Deen later said she’d learned “the power of
words, how they have the ability to hurt and
once you say certain words you can’t un-ring
it, not even 30 years later.” She has been in
business and image rebuilding mode since
getting a private investment in 2014 of
between $75 million to $100 million. She
launched a website, the Paula Deen Network,
and opened a restaurant that seats nearly 300
diners in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee. — AP
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his  #PEACEANDLOVE
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Paula Deen attends the EVINE
Live launch event at The Todd
English Food Hall at The Plaza
in New York.—AP


